LIBRARIAN I (12)
   Cook, Karen
   Devlin, Frances
   + Dienes, Jennie
   Ellis, Erin
   Emmett, Ada
   Ghouse, Nikhat
   Giuliani, Jon
      Koenig, Lynn (Limited Term)
      Lord, Lissa (Limited Term)
   McEathron, Scott
   Thiel, Sarah Goodwin
   + Waters, Julie

LIBRARIAN II (27)
   Anderson, Roger
   Baker, Whitney
   Bullington, Jeff
   Clement, Susanne
      Currie, Lea
      Dandridge, Deborah
      Doll, Victoria
      Emde, Judith
      Gillespie, E. Gaele
      Graves, Kathryn
      Haines, Sarah
      Husic, Geoff
      Ito, Michiko
      Krentz, Jana
      Leon, Lars
      + Lohrentz, Kenneth
      Ludwig, Deborah
      McNamara, Darrell
   Mercer, Holly
      Miller, Kent (Asst. Dean)
      Miller, Rachel
      Neeley, Kathleen
      Richardson, John
      Ring, Richard
      Schulte, Rebecca
      Stratton, John
      Wolz, Lyn

LIBRARIAN III (20) (all LIIIs are tenured)
   Bentley, Stella (Dean)
   + Burich, Nancy
      Clement, Richard
      Craig, Susan
      Crowe, William
      Fyffe, Richard (Asst. Dean)
      Gibbs, George
      Goodyear, Marilu (sabbatical)
      Grant, Tyra (starts 9/12/05)
      + Hawkins, Mary
      Helyar, L.E. James
      Miller, John S
      Neeley, James
      Roach, Mary (Asst. Dean)
      Russell, Keith
      Stephens, Denise (V-Provost)
      Walter, Scott (Asst. Dean)
      Warner, Beth
      Williams, Sheryl
      + Wilson, Margaret

   Professional Staff (33)
      Albin, Tami
      Bailey, Susan
      Bergers, Emily
      Bi, Xiufen
      Breslauer, Tamar (Limited Term)
      Brewer, Donna
      Coleman, Audrey McKanna (Limited Term)
      Couch, Sarah
      Crank, Rich
      David, Adonia
      + d’Haussy, Soline
      Freise, Elizabeth
      Harsh, Bayliss
      Hoffman, Gretchen (starts 8/29)
      Houser, Rhonda
      Jeffries, Carol
      Lewis, Jeffry
      Kanning, Sarah
      Kottman, Miloche
      *+Mellenbruch, Jennifer
      + Meyers, Amy Jo ( Limited Term)
      Myers, Bill
      Orth-Alifie, Carmen
      Pribbenow, Kathryn
      Readinger, Michael
      Riley-Huff, Debra
      Robison, Cole
      Royer, Shannon
      Sanders, Adrienne
      Sharp, Rhonda
      Stamm, Malgorzata
      Underwood, Gail
      Waller, Stan

Bold = untenured; tenure-track
Italics = limited-term; non eligible for tenure
+ = part-time; not eligible for tenure
* = grant or other funding